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About the Book

Many argue that the study of power differences and social inequality is at the heart of political sociology. For example, William Gamson’s conceptualization of social movement participants focuses on those who are ‘organized out’ of the current power structure, suggesting that the political behavior that social movement theorists try to explain, is motivated by perceived social inequality. Inequality, both as a motivator for political behavior and as a means of social control, is an integral aspect of both the national and international political landscapes. This collection of research serves as an example of aspects of social status, social class, and ideology connected to contemporary questions about ‘who wins’ in struggles for civic, economic, and individual citizenship. Inequalities of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation are studied at local, regional, national and transnational levels. Several articles consider ‘hate groups’ and victims of hate. The politics of inequality are discussed in enduring theoretical frameworks and emerging literatures related to political groups and associations, the order of law and the state, social movements, and terrorism and violence. The authors hope that this volume will stimulate further work in the political sociology of social inequality.